The logarithmic potential of a Radon measure p on C is, by definition, the function V, = -( 1/27r) { Log Iz -XI I, defined on the set of all z such that the function Log Iz -xl is p-integrable. Conversely, if a potential I',, is given as a locally integrable function in C, it is possible to recover the measure p by the formula, in the sense of distributions, A( V,) = -p, where A is the ordinary Laplace operator. The inverse problem of logarithmic potential consists in finding the measures p such that I', = V on R, V being a given function on the exterior Sz of a bounded domain. This problem is neither restricted to two-dimensional space, nor to the Laplace operator, and many results of the theory have been extended for suitable elliptic operators on R", n 2 2. A quite general study of what it is possible to state about the most general case has been developed in the papers of Anger [ 1, 2] .
problem primarily concerns geophysicists in search of shapes of strata, the structure of the underground, and the internal structure of planets. Methods using seismology, and the corresponding mathematical tools, are largely employed. However, the case studied here has no direct relationship with any physical concrete situation.
Let us look at a very particular example that shows the complexity of the problem and why it is an example of a very ill-posed problem. Let us consider the function V(z) = -(1/2x) Log Iz] defined on the exterior domain D, of a regular simple curve i?D whose interior Dj contains z = 0. Of course, we have V(z) = V@(z), z E D,, where Ed is the unit mass at the origin, but the following three examples exhibit many other solutions, i.e., nonsigned-measures p such that V(z) = V,(z), z E D,, and whose support is contained in 0,:
(1) If o,, is the harmonic measure of the point z = 0 on dD, then a measure p, whose support in contained in q, is a solution if and only if the balayage measure of p on JD is wO.
(2) For every simple regular curve 7 contained in p whose interior contains 0, the harmonic measure og of 0, with respect to the interior of y, is an extremal point of the convex compact set of all positive solutions. This can be expressed in functional terms by the fact that the space H(n) of the functions harmonic in Di and continuous on q is a dense subset of the space L'(og).
(3) There is an infinite set of solutions of the form C,'!!, ais r,, ai > 0, xj E D,, j E N, which are extremal too.
It is therefore necessary to restrict ourselves to finding solutions in some particular classes of measures. Nevertheless, surprising situations may still occur.
EXAMPLE OF CELMINS [S] . The restriction to the unit disk of Lebesgue measure generates the same logarithmic potential in the domain {z: IZI > 3) as its restriction to the annulus {z: 2 $< 121 < 3). Then, let us consider the annuli C, = {z: 2 ,,&! < Iz -2.51 < 3) and Cz = {z:2&++2.5~<3} and the disks A,= {z: (z-2.51 < 1) and A,= {z: lz+2.51 < l}. Th e restriction of the Lebesgue measure to C, u C, generates the same potential as its restriction to A, u (C, -C,) or to A, u (C, -C,) in the domain {z: IzI > 6). These last two sets are disjoint, and each of them is the union of three simply connected components. The same example is easily adaptable to potentials relative to the Laplace operator in spaces R", n 2 3.
More recently, Brodskii and Strakhov [3] have pointed out a similar nonunicity behavior for polygonal sets in the plane and constant density measures.
In this paper, we consider the following problem: given a function V on a domain Q of C with compact complement K, find a simply connected domain Di whose boundary is a regular simple curve, contained in 0, and such that the restriction of the Lebesgue measure on Dj generates a logarithmic potential equal to I/ outside c. In the first part, we present the known Ivanov equation and some consequences of it. In particular, we give a new formula that very easily implies the known results concerning some kinds of potentials depending on a finite number of complex parameters. The second part follows the method initiated by Cherednichenko [S, 61, showing that it is possible to work with algebras of analytic functions. This gives, at the same time, a basis for an algorithm for finding, by the calculus, one possible solution for the inverse potential problem with an exact estimation of one approximation. This method is new and builds upon the results of Voronin and Cherednichenko [33] .
I For an open set Q in C, H(Q) is the space of all analytic functions in Q. The function U, defined above is a Cauchy-type integral, and general results on such integrals (cf. Vekua [32] ) allow one to state the following theorem. Let 52 a simply connected open set in the Riemann sphere C u {co } (denoted C*), whose complement is bounded in C and contains 0, and let U be a function in H(Q). The inverse problem that we are studying is to find a domain Dj containing 0 whose boundary is a simple curve of type C',' contained in Q, such that U(z)= -;?:, $g$ zEDi.
The existence of such a solution imposes the two following conditions on U:
Those pairs (U, 52) with U in H(Q) which satisfy these two conditions are called external potentials. If p > 0 and if (U, 52) is an external potential, then /?U satisfies conditions (a) and (b) , and we will say that the problem to be solved is the inverse problem for U in Q with density l/j?. For a domain Di that contains 0 and whose boundary is a simple curve of type Cl*', there exists, by the Riemann mapping theorem, a unique conformal map t +z(t) from the unit disk A onto D, with z(0) =0 and z'(O)>O. From a theorem of Kellogg (cf. Tsuji [31] ), z belongs to the space C1,a(J) and satisfies z'#O on 2. This map is called the canonical representation of the domain Di. The solution of the inverse problem for the external potential (U, 52) amounts to determining a one-to-one analytic map z on A such that D,=z(d) would be a solution for the problem.
In such a case, the continuity of U on the boundary LJD, implies, from Theorem 1, the relation z+ $;(z) = U(z), z E aDi, and by composition with the map z,
Here and later, we will adopt the following convention: a function in H(D) n C(D), for a bounded domain D, fixed by the context, will be denoted by II/,, so that in (2) $i(z(t)) will be written $;(t). For JzI = 1 it follows that Z(z) = z*(r), and the function u + z*(u)/(u -t) in C* -2, which is continuous at the boundary, has a simple singularity at t with residue z*(t). Hence, the first integral has value z*(t).
The second integral vanishes because the function u + I+$~(u)/(u -t) is analytic in A and continuous on a. Therefore we obtain the relation (3) . (b) If U has such an extension to z:", the integral in the second term of the relation (3) may also be written -(l/274 s, (U(2(t))/(r -t)) dt, where y = z-'(T). This function of t which is equal to z* on J' also has an analytical extension to m'Oc.
Therefore, there is an extension of z to -< AO=Au(z~'(DinDP ))*. 1
If the condition of (b) is fulfilled, z is said to have the extension property and in this case aD, is a simple analytic curve. The converse of the assertions (a) and (b) is obtained by the following new theorems. 
where d is the connected component of C* -y containing GO.
ProoJ: For Z in fi, the Cauchy formula gives
With the change of variable z = z(t) and the formula (iv), we get
The second integral vanishes because the function ( ll/i( t)/(z( t) -Z)) z'(t) belongs to H(A) n C(a). Applying Green's formula to the first integral gives
Finally, the change of variable z = z(t) in the area integral, applied using a partition of A such that z is one-to-one on each of its subsets, gives the result. Remark. Condition (ii) of local injectivity is not a great generalization of the injective condition, but it will be useful in the next part of the paper. The function k(z, Z), defined on D, x D, by
is analytic and does not vanish. In the same way, the function The relation (4) shows that to any analytic extension of U along a path L in D, there corresponds an extension for the function 4, along the path zP '(L) corrected by the value of an analytic function in A,. This relation, therefore, allows one to recover the similarity of the expression of an exter-nal potential U and an eventual solution z in many cases, as shown in the following corollaries. Indeed, z is a solution for the inverse problem if and only if z*(t) = f#~, ( 2) .
The following results are corollaries of Theorem 4:
(1) The converse of part (b) of Theorem 2 easily follows because a solution z satisfies z*(t)=U(z(t))+~$,(t), t~d,-J. The extension of U inside D = z(d ) provides an extension of z* and thus the described extension of z.
(2) Let us suppose that U has the form U(z) = C,"=, akzek, with a,>0 and a,#O. The relation z*(t)= U(z(t))+$,(t), t~d,-J for an eventual solution implies that the only singularity of z* is 0. l/z(t) can be written l/z(t) = (l/a, t) w(t), where w(t) denotes the function (1 +Cy!, (a,/~,) t'))' if z has the analytic expansion z(t) =C/ai, u,t' in a neighborhood of 0. w is an analytic function in a neighborhood V of 0, and also every power of w. For k = 1, . . . . N, wk has the expansion
where /?k,O = 1 for every k and Bk,n, n 2 1, are polynomials of the a,/a, , j= 1, . . . . n + 1. Thus we get
where C$ is analytic in V. This implies that z*(t) is a polynomial of degree at most N in l/t and thus z(t) a polynomial in t of the same degree, z(t) = Cy= 1 a,t'. Relation (4) gives ai= ; %pk.k-i,
k=, a1
In particular, a, = aJar, which proves that uN # 0 because aN # 0. The set of equations (4bis) provides a set of 2N-1 real algebraic equations with unknowns (a,, Re(a,), Im(ai), i = 2, . . . . N} to be solved to find an eventual solution. These equations are equivalent to those given by Rapoport [19] , and are the same as those given by Ivanov [S] . The derivation with respect to t of relation (4) gives
where di is analytic in A,. As z' # 0 on A,, this last relation implies that z*(t) has the form J& S(U) d 2.4, where S(u) = I,"=, (C/n, 1 b,,/(u -tk)j), bk,nt # 0, k = 1, . . . . N, and cf= i b,,, = 0. The equations that result from (4ter) and those that express that z(fk) = zk are no longer algebraic equations. These equations were first considered by Tsirulski and Nikonova [29] . (5) The case where z -+ U(z) is the restriction to a neighborhood of r~ of an algegraic function, of a rational function on an algebraic Riemann surface, or of the integral of such a function, cannot be solved by the result of Theorem 4. However, some results about the functionfin an equation of the form Z(t) =f(z(f)) of an eventual solution are quoted in the paper of Strakhov [25] , but finding equations for the function z + z(t) is still an open problem to my knowledge.
The problem of the uniqueness of a solution, in particular classes, to the inverse problem is not studied in this paper and there are still not any general results. Let us briefly recall the two most famous theorems on this matter.
THEOREM (Novikov [15] ). In the class of starlike domains with respect to a given point, if there exists a solution to the inverse problem, then it is unique.
We say that a domain is x-connected if its intersection with any line parallel to the x-axis is void or is connected interval. In a similar manner we can define an L-connected domain where L is a given direction in the plane.
THEOREM (Smith [22] ). In the class of L-connected domains with respect to a given direction L, if there exists a solution to the inverse problem, then it is unique.
AN ANALYTIC VERSION OF THE CHEREDNICHENKO'S METHOD
The main idea of the method developed by Cherednichenko [6, 71 is that the solution of the inverse problem, if it exists, depends continuously on the potential U and that it is possible to obtain, using a fixed point theorem, an exact solution from an approximate one. All his results are in the setting of the spaces Cl.', 0 < c1< 1. We will reproduce all his results with spaces of analytic functions adding differentiability properties.
a. Cherednichenko's Formulas
Let (U, Q) be an external potential and (U,, Q) another external potential, with the same Q, given with a solution z, i.e., an analytic mapping from J in C, locally injective on 2 such that the following equation holds: Subtracting, we get
5(t) = U,(z(t)) + +i(t)>
It is easy to show, with relation (2) for the pair (U,, z), that UO(z(t)) = ( l/t2)(z'(t)/z'(t)) + tji(t), ItI = 1, if Ub denotes the tangential derivative of UO(z) with respect to z(8d) at z (it is the derivative of the analytic function UO at z if U, has an extension through the contour z(8d)). Relation (5) then gives
If the relation (6) is satisfied and if z + w is locally injective, then z + w is a solution for (U, Q). Starting with a function oO such that z + wO is locally injective and (z + w,)(ad) c Sz, we try to construct by recurrence a sequence of functions o, satisfying the relations di(r)=GI(t)+~~;j~~ -wn + I(t) + B%(t), I4 = 1, Once Qi is determined, it remains to solve the equation in w, + 1 : It is easy to check subsequently, with the Plemelj's formula, that oz+ , is indeed a solution of the problem (10) which has therefore the unique solution wz + 1. These methods have been developed by Cherednichenko [6] , for the more general case of a given variable density, using the work of M. Michailov on the generalized RiemannHilbert problem. We have described only as much as is needed to understand what follows.
B%(t) = u&(t)) -U((z + %l)(t)) + ub(z(t)) o,(t),

B%(t) = U&(t)) -W(z + w,)(t)) + %(z(t)) o,(t),
In summary, the solution w,+ , of the modified problem f(I) = tz'(t) B,w(t), If U,, denotes the potential of z, property (ii) and the result of Theorem 4 imply that the pair (z, U,) has the extension property. In this case, we will say that the pair (z, U,) is admissible for the external potential (U, Q) if U0 has an analytic extension in Q. It is the case, in particular, when z, admissible for (U, a), is a polynomial satisfying z' # 0 on a, because 0 does not belong to Q. In numerical applications, we often restrict ourselves to this case.
For a real number R strictly bigger than 1, we set A, = {t, ItI <R} and C, = {t, 1 IR < ltl < R}. For an admissible pair (z, 17,) for (U, Q), as z(dA) c Q, it is possible to choose two numbers R and R, such that In such a situation, we denote by A(A,) the space of all analytic functionsf in A,, such that the Taylor series of f at 0, f(t) = C,"=O a, t" satisfies C,F= 0 Ia,/ R" < + co, supplied with the norm llfll R = C,"= 0 IanI R". This norm will be denoted only by llfll in the following.
In a similar manner, A(C,) is the space of all analytic functions f in the annulus C, whose Laurent series at 0, f(t) = C,"= ~ m IanI RI"', satisfies C;= ~;u la,1 RI"' < + co. This last number is the norm II f IIR off in A(C,), denoted by II f I/ too.
A(A,) and A(C,) are, for the ordinary product of functions, Banach algebras, commutative, and unitary. They are respectively isomorphic to the convolution algebras Lh(N, A) and Lk(Z, A), where Jti is the measure defined on N or Z by A( {i} ) = RI", iE Z. Their spectra are respectively zR and C, and iffEA(C,), the spectrum a(f) off is f(c,).
We denote now by O(z) the set of all functions o in A(A,) such that (z + o)(C,) c Q. By construction the null function 0 belongs to O(z). We must remark that as z can be extended to an open set that contains A z' can also be so extended and thus z' E A(d,). We then consider the mRa;;pings li, i= 1, . . . . 7 defined by If h(t)=C,+_"-, a,t', then l,(h)(t)= -~,--~<~a~t~--~,~a~~t'; I, is a continuous linear mapping from A (C,) to A (C,) whose norm equals 2.
For 1r.1 = 1, Iz'(r)12 = z'(z). (z')*(z) because z'(7) = (z')*(r), z* defined on (t, ItI > l/R,} has a restriction to C, in A(C,) and ~~(z')*~~ = llz'il. As z' does not vanish in JR, l/z' and l/(z')* are functions of A(CR); I, is the product by l/z' (z')* and is thus a continuous linear mapping in A(C,) whose norm is bounded by 11 l/z'11 2. For a function h of A(C,) with Laurent series h(t) =C,?="_, a,ti, we get lb(h)(t) =a,/2 +C:=y airi, which is a function in A(d R). The mapping I, from A(C,) to A(d R) is continuous and has a norm equal to 1. Moreover if z is injective on A, cc*(z) may be chosen such that z + o is injective on A, for every o in the ball.
Proof
The inequality sup{ Iw(t)l: ItI <R} d 11011 implies that it is sufficient to choose llwll < dist(z(C,), Q') for condition (i) be satisfied.
The differentiation is not defined on A(A,), but from the Cauchy theorem, for t E A,, so that Given an external potential U, we determine a neighborhood Q of cc such that U is analytic on Q. We then may determine by numerical analysis an admissible function z for the pair (U, Q) and we wish to show that the pair (z, U,) is an approximate solution for the inverse problem specifying the constant E, p, a, with the minimum possible value for E and p.
The numerical methods used to obtain a candidate for such a verification are diverse. Let us quote three of them.
1. An eventual solution depends on a finite number of complex parameters and these parameters necessarily satisfy a set of algebraic or transcendental equations. It is then possible to find a candidate for an approximate solution by solving this system of equations by various numerical methods, Newton's method for example.
2. From a simple admissible function, for example, z + c(z, for x big enough, we apply the algorithm deduced from the equations of the Cherednichenko method. If the consecutive iterates converge, it is then possible to keep the fixed point as a candidate for the approximate solution.
3. We can apply the same method, but starting with a weak density, that we increase up to density 1, starting at each step with the fixed point. It is possible to check at each step that we have obtained an approximate solution for the given density in order to get a family of equivalent solutions, i.e., that generate the same external potential with different densities.
In this section we give some simple estimations that give us sufficient conditions to verify that an admissible pair (z, U,) for the external potential (U, Q) is an approximate solution. Given z, we first choose R and R, as in Section b and then a spectral contour y for z(e,,) in Q. The result follows. We denote by k the constant (R,/(R, -R))( l/d). In the last theorem, we remark that if the external potential is a polynomial of degree N in l/z given in C -{0}, then the iterative method of Cherednichenko allows us to work only with functions t + z(t) that are polynomial in t of degree N.
THEOREM 11. Let U be a polynomial of degree N in l/z. If t + z(t) and wO are polyn.omials in t with degree less than or equal to N, then the successive iterates Kw,, n > 1, are polynomials in t of degree less or equal to N.
Proof: In the same way that we prove Theorem 4, it is possible to show that there exists an open set A, with dc A, such that w,*+ I(f) = ub(z(t)) an+ I (t) -~o(z(t)) + V(z +%)(t)) -ub(z(t)) %(t) -c(~n)ltz'(t) + d,(t), where 4, is analytic in A,. But each of the terms of the second expression has a singularity at 0 of order at most N. Thus o,*+ 1 is a polynomial in l/t of degree at most N, and o,+ , is a polynomial in t of degree at most N. m
In a forthcoming paper, we will present some numerical algorithms that allow us to show, in the cases described in the corollaries of Theorem 4, that a polynomial t + z(t) is admissible, that (z, U,) is admissible for an external potential (U, Q), and finally that it is an approximate solution for the inverse problem. Our numerical results to date, using these numerical algorithms, are very promising and they will be detailed later.
